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Test Tasks/Questions - Results & Data

1.

Multiple Choice

Would you generally expect to pay for APPXXXX?
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2.

Multiple Choice

After a 90 day free trial period, how would you generally expect to pay for continued
use of APPXXXX?
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3.

Multiple Choice

Which of the following best describes how you typically make payments on your
credit cards each month?

I always pay the
full balance

amount on my
statement each

month.

I almost always
pay the full

balance amount
on my

statement, but
occasionally pay

less.

I usually pay
more than the
minimum

payment but
less than the full
balance amount.

I usually pay the
minimum

payment due.
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1.

Short Text Response

After watching the video, what is your initial reaction to APPXXXX?

SafePitch94 3/12/2017

A very well rounded financial app.

EminentBowtie6 3/12/2017

that is is very easy to use and breaks down alot of information in your profile.Like how much
debt you have ,your savings ,and just the different plans you can use.

SpruceLoft70 3/12/2017

I like it and want to learn more

AcumenPrompt28 3/12/2017

Looks like a good way to get recommendations on products to help save you money.

PureShore22 3/12/2017

It seems helpful for people with more than one account or who have trouble remembering
their bills

MildPorch60 3/12/2017

My initial reaction is that APPXXXX provides a hassle free, highly personalized and user
friendly experience for tracking financial activity.

StylishSupply58 3/12/2017

That looks surprisingly helpful.

ScoresElixir15 3/12/2017

It seems helpful, but the company needs a great deal of personal information for the app to
work.
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https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100682
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100721
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100606
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100631
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https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100692
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100630
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100692
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100720
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100717
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100721
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100606
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100720


RaiseStamina26 3/12/2017

It seems really useful, functional, smart, and modern. I would just be worried with how my
data is being used.

DiamondSister 3/12/2017

My initial reaction to APPXXXX was very positive. I got an immediate feeling of interest and
wanted to learn more about what the app had to offer.

DevotedLily63 3/12/2017

I think it seems really beneficial and easy to use. It's simple and from what I've seen, it
doesn't seem intrusive not do I expect to get inundated with notifications and emails which is
something that drives me crazy with other apps, etc.

BunchPew59 3/12/2017

It looks like it could be helpful in finding ways to save money. However, I feel like you are
giving up a lot of private data in order to get recommendations.

Wake-upLip50 3/12/2017

My initial reaction to APPXXXX is positive.

WarmPelican21 3/12/2017

Seems like it is very intuitive and could be a "friend" but at the same time it seems very
intrusive to me.

ShownFawn12 3/12/2017

It is a great service

PlansKitten32 3/12/2017

I think this is a good product - it aggregates data like Mint, but it does so for the purpose of
improving your financial situation.

ChoiceLeague86 3/12/2017

I am shocked at how such a wonderful website

CarefulPassion89 3/12/2017

I think APPXXXX sounds like a great tool to help manage your finances. It seems very
thorough and helpful.
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https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100724
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100724
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102242
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100857
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100878
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101880
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100933
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100878
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102242
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100933
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101957
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101857
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102231
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102149
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101957
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101857
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100857
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101880
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102149
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102231


ExpressManiac28 3/12/2017

Why would I need this? This looks like classic adult-ing stuff. Also, are they taking money to
sell my data somewhere?

AmorousAtom55 3/12/2017

I found the preview app to be slick. However, it seems like APPXXXX is similar to other
"personal banker" apps out there. Nothing distinguishable.

SunnyParty2 3/12/2017

My reaction to APPXXXX is that it can be extremely helpful.

JollyResale18 3/12/2017

At first I was hesitant, but as I learned about all of it's features, I am really liking it.

JoyWiseguy87 3/12/2017

I like the idea of the app, but I'm also a little wary about how much info they seemed to have

TriumphGuide57 3/12/2017

video is private and wouldnt play

CautionGaffer64 3/12/2017

It might be helpful to a lot of people. There are so many people who have no idea how to
take care of their money and this will do just that.

SmartHost40 3/12/2017

It looks very helpful

PurposeShare87 3/12/2017

This seems very intuitive and user-friendly. It's something I would be interested in

GiveQuartz41 3/12/2017

I like it. I really like that APPXXXX doesn't get paid money to recommend something to me.
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https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100965
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100965
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102184
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100991
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102117
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102368
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102117
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101946
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102184
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100984
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100984
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101946
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100962
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101995
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102170
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102368
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100962
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102170
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101995
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100991


BloomPiano57 3/12/2017

I think it seems really easy to use and can be extremely beneficial financially.

EssenceOutback70 3/12/2017

Sill can't tell what the purpose of downloading this app would be, or in what scenario I would
want it.

TrustBlocker96 3/12/2017

I think it's a great idea, especially for younger people who don't have as much experience in
dealing with more complex household finances.

ZoomLawsuit57 3/12/2017

It seems a bit better than mint. It seems more personalized. I understand that the company
earns their money through referrals, but I wonder if the recommendations are based on all
companies, or just the ones that APPXXXX has a referral account with. For example, say
APPXXXX is offering a credit card debt consolidation loan - I wonder if there'll be a lower
interest loan available - but APPXXXX doesn't recommend it because APPXXXX doesn't
benefit from it.

EconomySkull97 3/12/2017

It seems very complete.

FirmChowder46 3/12/2017

It is a simple onboarding process. It is easy and links up to your checking.

LoyalRadish36 3/12/2017

It seems like it has the potential to be useful, but I am weary of giving my personal
information to a new application.

LeisurePisces1 3/12/2017

It's an interesting idea, but I don't like websites that ask for so much info. I like the logo
though

HealingPeak7 3/12/2017

I think it is a good product to both track spending and investigate ways in which you might
save money in many facets of your life.
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https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101949
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102137
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102180
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102131
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101158
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102124
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102137
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100958
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102393
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102131
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102344
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101949
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102124
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102180
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102344
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102393
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100958
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=101158


VitalApe27 3/12/2017

I was a little skeptical at first. There's lots of credit management apps out there that serve
merely as advertising platforms and origins of spam. But this appears to be quite functional,
and something I could see myself using in the long term, given that my privacy was
respected.

CheerEurope36 3/12/2017

I thought this could be a very useful tool. Everyone loves to save money but it's not always
easy to find out how.

RoyalPvc27 3/12/2017

it looks interesting

BeamingSide22 3/12/2017

APPXXXX seems like a great way to keep tabs on debt and financial management, but I'm
unsure about the privacy concerns.

GeniusDoe37 3/12/2017

This seems like a good tool

AmorousChap62 3/12/2017

It seems like an interesting idea for helping people pay down their debts.

ReapMaraca22 3/12/2017

I think it could be highly beneficial.

NabStain71 3/12/2017

To be honest, I have mixed feelings about it, just based on the minimal information that the
video presented.

QuietStreet49 3/12/2017

It looks like it could be a good financial tool, but it seems like it knows every little thing that
happens to you, such as when you get a bonus at work.

PatchMayor63 3/12/2017

Positive; it seems like a good idea, and I think it could be useful.
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https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102113
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102300
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102159
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102361
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102159
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102354
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102300
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102233
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102204
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102354
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102336
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102448
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102336
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102233
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102176
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102176
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102204
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102113
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102361
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102448


PromptMousse51 3/12/2017

APPXXXX would be prefect for younger adults just getting out of college or people that
need more help managing multiple aspects of their financial situation.

BenfitsSpleen91 3/12/2017

I really like it. It seems like a well thought out app that could have lots of financial benefits for
regular everyday people.

InnateDirndl91 3/12/2017

I think it is a great tool for managing financials, especially for someone just starting out. I
think it would be most effective for a 20-something perhaps managing a first job or first
apartment or first real expenses. It also looks very promising to someone who needs to cut
back on bills, limit spending, or tackles debt. I worry about the confidentiality of the program,
but that is probably my only con I see at the moment.

GrandHornet53 3/12/2017

I like how they keep up with whats going on in your life finnancialy.

TriumphBroom73 3/12/2017

It seems like a very good application that would help me easily keep track of all of my
finances.
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https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102260
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102289
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102422
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https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102260
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102335
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=102335


2.

Short Text Response

What do you see as the major benefit to using APPXXXX? How would it help you and
your household?

SafePitch94 3/12/2017

Shows good and bad fits when a loan is needed.

EminentBowtie6 3/12/2017

Just the way it shows you new opportunities when it comes to your home insurance and
game plan.I find that helpful because you always want to know what is the best safe way for
you personally.

SpruceLoft70 3/12/2017

IT can help me save money and track it. It can track what I do and help me build some
savings

AcumenPrompt28 3/12/2017

It helps you save money.

PureShore22 3/12/2017

Convenience of having it in one place

MildPorch60 3/12/2017

A major benefit is the variety of options, thorough examination and recommendations based
on the user financial information. Receiving feedback and recommendations on a financial
plan takes all the guess work out of what course of action to take.

StylishSupply58 3/12/2017

I really like how it can go through the provided data and funds ongoing solutions to save
money and eliminate debt.

ScoresElixir15 3/12/2017

It would help be more mindful of savings opportunities, and also in identifying ways to
reduce debt.
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https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100630
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100682
https://erlibird.com/campaign-results?surveyID=1422&userID=100692
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RaiseStamina26 3/12/2017

The fact that it can recommend things you can do to save on the fly that you may not have
thought of yourself.

DiamondSister 3/12/2017

A major benefit of using APPXXXX is that it makes saving money a lot more easier and less
stressful. It would help my household and I tremendously, we would be able to save money
in ways we might of not known how to save money.

DevotedLily63 3/12/2017

I think it's a comprehensive yet simple way to learn new and unique ways to save money.
Everything is in one area rather than in several different places so it seems like a one stop
shop kind of thing to save money.

BunchPew59 3/12/2017

It would help me stay focused on my goals. I could see progress and ways to reach my goals
faster.

Wake-upLip50 3/12/2017

The major benefit of using APPXXXX is to save more money which can result in a more
positive household.

WarmPelican21 3/12/2017

It can be helpful in terms of saving potential money. Though some of the things may be
common sense without using the app, I think it would be a good reminder in terms of daily
activities to save.

ShownFawn12 3/12/2017

It help me and find the best financial service for me

PlansKitten32 3/12/2017

Helping to scour opportunities for savings that I might not be thinking about on a routine
basis - like insurance or recurring bills that tend to kind of go on autopilot. I think this would
be helpful in teeing up opportunities to improve our financial situation.

ChoiceLeague86 3/12/2017

A major benfit is how you can save money even though all of your monthly expenses are
due. It can help with options or opportunity to save money
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CarefulPassion89 3/12/2017

I think the major benefit is the product recommendations. It's difficult and time consuming to
look for alternatives to products you're currently using. The fact the APPXXXX does this for
you as a way to lower expenses is a great feature.

ExpressManiac28 3/12/2017

It would be convenient to put all my financial things in one place and not have to spend so
long keeping track of which ones I had researched.

AmorousAtom55 3/12/2017

Slick app which streamlines your finances into one location.

SunnyParty2 3/12/2017

The major benefit to using APPXXXX would be that it can help one get there finances in
order. How APPXXXX would help me and my household is by helping me organize and save
money throughou time.

JollyResale18 3/12/2017

APPXXXX would help me start a savings plan, save me money, pay off my debt and keep me
on track. I would be able to use my money to it's full potential and not let me drown in debt.

JoyWiseguy87 3/12/2017

They seem to make it easy to save big money, which would be a big help for me.

TriumphGuide57 3/12/2017

nA

CautionGaffer64 3/12/2017

Savings. Saving money will the help of APPXXXX would be useful to any household.

SmartHost40 3/12/2017

I like that it finds ways I can save more money. It would help my family if I could find cheaper
deals on things.

PurposeShare87 3/12/2017

It takes recommendations across a number of platforms to finds savings.
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GiveQuartz41 3/12/2017

I like that it seems to save me more money the longer I use it. I am always wanting to save
money. I think I would also be more inclined to use it if it is continuing to save me money and
I am continuing to see a benefit in it.

BloomPiano57 3/12/2017

It pretty much does the searching for you when it comes to saving money. It would help us
by letting us know when there are better deals on insurance, cell phone plans, etc.

EssenceOutback70 3/12/2017

Viewing ways to save money. It will show me opportunities that I wouldn't have known about.

TrustBlocker96 3/12/2017

It helps you become more personally, hands-on involved with your own finances. It would
help us be more immediately aware of some long-term information about things that renew
yearly. We have signed up for things that have annual renewals and then don't remember to
cancel or renegotiate.

ZoomLawsuit57 3/12/2017

It would be a very passive way to save. For example, I am likely not going to always be on
the lookout for cheaper cell phone plans, but it would be pretty nice to get a
recommendation when a company offers a new plan. It would also be a good way to keep
track of my finances - in particular with random gains - like a bonus. It seems like it would
help me change my budgets regularly by taking into account unusual gains or losses in my
finances.

EconomySkull97 3/12/2017

It gives people very reasonable opportunities to improve their finances.

FirmChowder46 3/12/2017

It will help you save money and give you opportunities to do so.

LoyalRadish36 3/12/2017

It might notice financial and spending trends that I didn't see myself, or provide summaries
for bills or debt that I don't have available elsewhere.

LeisurePisces1 3/12/2017

APPXXXX seems like a good way to track spending and manage debts using a smart phone
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HealingPeak7 3/12/2017

It provides access to several different products (loans, insurance, payment plans) in one
convenient place.

VitalApe27 3/12/2017

I would use it to see if I can optimize any of the things I use daily. I'm also on the lookout for a
business loan, and I'd love to be able to see a summary of what out there would be best for
me in my situation.

CheerEurope36 3/12/2017

I think it would use my info to help find me savings from many aspects of my life without me
having to put in effort looking up each individual aspect of my finances

RoyalPvc27 3/12/2017

it helps show what you can save a month. my household is really struggling right now

BeamingSide22 3/12/2017

It would let me track all of my financial information in one easy window.

GeniusDoe37 3/12/2017

Seeing the areas you could save without having to search for yourself

AmorousChap62 3/12/2017

It would help someone who has poor control of their finances and need to get back afloat
financially.

ReapMaraca22 3/12/2017

I think being able to save on different things is good.

NabStain71 3/12/2017

I can see how it might be helpful to track and improve your spending habits and debts.

QuietStreet49 3/12/2017

It could help us save money
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PatchMayor63 3/12/2017

Saving money is the major benefit. It would help me and my household because more
money is always better.

PromptMousse51 3/12/2017

The biggest benefit of APPXXXX would that it looks at multiple aspects of your daily life and
makes recommendations on where money can be saved.

BenfitsSpleen91 3/12/2017

Being able to get offers that would help you save money in the longterm- like that discover
loan, seemed really helpful. I like financial products that can give me projections and updates
on how well I am doing financially.

InnateDirndl91 3/12/2017

The major benefit to using APPXXXX would be to have an advocate looking out for savings
for me so I don't have to spend more time doing things I might not be as familiar with. I am
not very comfortable with negotiating rates or understanding some of my finances, so to
have the tools figure it out for me is a huge plus. It would help my household limit our
spending each money and definitely would help whittle down debt.

GrandHornet53 3/12/2017

travel alerts saving on monthly bills.

TriumphBroom73 3/12/2017

It automatically sends alerts based on certain financial transactions.
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3.

Long Text Response

Be honest - how confident are you that the recommendations APPXXXX provides are
actually the best for you based upon your profile? What gives you that confidence
level?

SafePitch94 3/12/2017

I think I would research each option a bit on top of the app recommendations, just to get a
better idea and what works with me. This isn't anything against the app, just how I am.

EminentBowtie6 3/12/2017

Because it takes into account the debt that you owe and also has all your personal
information.It also takes in your preferences and the different products the user has.

SpruceLoft70 3/12/2017

I like them. I like how the dashboard evovles over time. I think that multiple sources are
analyzed that means it's a good fit for me.

AcumenPrompt28 3/12/2017

Pretty confident that APPXXXX is able to offer me saving based upon my profile. I have seen
this done in other sites or apps just not to this scale level.

PureShore22 3/12/2017

Not terribly confident. I don't think you should trust something like that without outside
research.

MildPorch60 3/12/2017

I believe it provides accurate recommendations, if the user inputs all the current financial
activity going on. There's a levels of confidence when the financial information is being
examined and given the best recommendation for the users situation, the user can compare
and contrast various recommendations given using their judgement.

StylishSupply58 3/12/2017

I'm fairly wary that the recommendations are in my best interest. Most apps, programs and
websites are fairly self serving, and it makes me want to know where the money comes from.
Does it recommend using a particular card or vendor because they get a kickback or bonus?
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ScoresElixir15 3/12/2017

I feel confident in the recommendations because APPXXXX is provided with detailed
personal information. From the video it appears that all of this information is taken into
account in the recommendations that are given. The recommendations seem relevant and
helpful.

RaiseStamina26 3/12/2017

It really seemed like APPXXXX really was providing great recommendations based on their
explanations for why or why not they think you should or shouldn't do certain things. I really
like the responses from APPXXXX.

DiamondSister 3/12/2017

I am very confident in the recommendations APPXXXX provides. I believe they can
accurately recommend me the best financial advice by viewing my financial history. I have
this level of confidence because of the introduction video. It was very professionally made
and clearly explains the app's benefits. When I viewed the video, I got the impression right
away that this company is very trustworthy and looks for the users best interests.

DevotedLily63 3/12/2017

From what I saw, it doesn't seem like there is any reason for me not to believe so. I like how
there are several different examples provided so it shows that APPXXXX is pulling from
different sites and areas and not solely focused on one thing so that also makes me feel
more confident that they have my best interests in mind.

BunchPew59 3/12/2017

I think some of the recommendations are very good and would make a lot of sense - like
changing cell phone plans or insurance companies. I also think setting goals and tracking
progress is good. And I really like it letting you know when un-needed expenses happen like
paying foreign transaction fees. However, I don't think making recommendations like getting
a personal loan are good. That is not fixing the problem that got me into trouble in the first
place. I need to cut spending and stop using debt.

Wake-upLip50 3/12/2017

I actually am very confident that the recommendations APPXXXX provides are effective and
possibly the best based upon my profile because I do have to upload personal information
including my checking account. I think when I give this personal information to APPXXXX it's
used effectively.

WarmPelican21 3/12/2017

I believe that yes, the recommendations that APPXXXX provides are actually the best. I feel
this way because it most likely uses an algorithm which looks at ways to potentially save the
person money, and would be unbiased and beneficial.
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ShownFawn12 3/12/2017

Becuase it help me find the best fit and build a personalized and completely private financial
profile for me,

PlansKitten32 3/12/2017

I am pretty confident that APPXXXX would provide good recommendations for me. I assume
APPXXXX would be able to track those people who did follow through on their
recommendations and know which ones were most effective versus those which ended up
not actually helping a lot.

ChoiceLeague86 3/12/2017

I am very confident because I believe with a program helping you on how to save. It also
helps with managing your finances and it gives me a boost of confidence that I would stand
behind my program 100 percent.

CarefulPassion89 3/12/2017

Based on the video it seems APPXXXX was thorough and well in line with products were
best. You can tell this by having a steady increase in your savings over the duration of using
APPXXXX.

ExpressManiac28 3/12/2017

I felt somewhat confident. I was worried that they might be taking fees to recommend certain
products, but the video indicated that APPXXXX did not take any such fees. I am still worried
that I will get generic recommendations, like what you get from reading an about.com article,
that might even be wrong for me if I understood more about my situation than APPXXXX did.

AmorousAtom55 3/12/2017

Somewhat confident. I believe that the more information you provide, the more you interact
with the app, the better the recommendations will be. As the company matures, their
algorithms should improves as well.

SunnyParty2 3/12/2017

I am confident that APPXXXX provides accurate recommendations because they try to get to
know you on a personal financial level. Being this intimate with someones money can really
help to find the root of spending habits and saving habits. This can really help someone
become better financially and learn some basic rules of spending and saving.
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JollyResale18 3/12/2017

APPXXXX provides new available opportunities. I saw how it provided a way to save $30 off
a cell phone bill. I also saw how it kept track of extra money being spent or received and it
gave recommendations on how to either use it or save money. For example, the foreign fee
transaction tip was a good idea. I feel very confident that APPXXXX will definitely help me
out in the long run. APPXXXX also gives me the ability to see my progress, which is always a
plus.

JoyWiseguy87 3/12/2017

I like the ideas, but I also know that there are recommendations that I would not do. I love my
insurance company, so even if they recommended that I change to save money, I wouldn't
do it. Maybe this question is focusing more on whether they're tailored to me, and I guess I'd
give that about a 70%. When first using I might cross check it with other options to see how
they stack up, but I've had some experience with this kind of thing, and what they
recommended in the video didn't seem out of left field or anything.

TriumphGuide57 3/12/2017

I would assume tha you are correct, in being confident. But I cannot confirm without using
personally

CautionGaffer64 3/12/2017

I am 90% confident it would help me. There are many ways I could take better care of my
money and APPXXXX would help with just that. I would be a great tool for bringing down any
amount of debt.

SmartHost40 3/12/2017

I believe the recommendations are at least, pretty reliable. I imagine APPXXXX stays very up
to date, and is constantly finding promotions and better deals for the users.

PurposeShare87 3/12/2017

I am fairly confident that they would be able to give me the best recommendations based on
my profile. However, I have to wonder if they will push harder for products and services of
investors

GiveQuartz41 3/12/2017

I feel fairly confident. They want my checking account info which would pretty much give a
accurate representation of where my money is and where my money is going to. PLUS they
get my credit score so they can get access to all my debts.
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BloomPiano57 3/12/2017

I think APPXXXX utilizes accurate computations and search engines to provide money
saving options. It seems to be very comprehensive and I'm confident I would be getting
accurate information.

EssenceOutback70 3/12/2017

Medium to low. I imagine that these opportunities that are "tailored" for me are generated by
some computer algorithm.

TrustBlocker96 3/12/2017

I am an extremely skeptical person. I know that APPXXXX has to make money somewhere.
Especially when it comes to banks, credit cards, and finances, our data is especially valuable.
How can I verify that the suggestions I get from APPXXXX are not influenced by monetary
value of my data?

ZoomLawsuit57 3/12/2017

I am not confident at all. In an earlier question I answered that I wasn't completely confident
that the debt consolidation options are always the best option. I wonder if APPXXXX will also
give out recommendations that APPXXXX doesn't benefit from.

EconomySkull97 3/12/2017

I'm fairly confident that the recommendations are good. The video showed that the product
has been given a lot of thought, and I like that recommended actions are shown and that
actions that are not recommended are explained.

FirmChowder46 3/12/2017

I am confident. I feel as though it will take my personality, likes, and interests to give me
savings opportunities. It is an intimate financial advisor.

LoyalRadish36 3/12/2017

Since I've never used APPXXXX before, I would be skeptical of the information it gives me.
But if the recommendations seem reasonable and easy to execute, I'd probably give some of
them a try.

LeisurePisces1 3/12/2017

I think I would be able to trust APPXXXX, as long as I followed its spending advice
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HealingPeak7 3/12/2017

I have confidence in the product because of some of the small print I noticed on the
demonstration. On the screen featuring personal loans it mentioned that APPXXXX does not
receive incentive when choosing a loan product. Knowing that there are little to no benefits
to APPXXXX, I trust that they will provide the best options.

VitalApe27 3/12/2017

I noticed that each recommendation is backed up by a certain number of attributes, which
was explained. I couldn't say any more about it without having to take a look at it myself,
though. I imagine that given the information used for the boarding process, it's quite
involved.

CheerEurope36 3/12/2017

I feel like someone wouldn't go through the trouble of making software like this if it wasn't
going to work as advertised. If it does as it says it will then that would get more people using
it. So I also feel like its popularity would indicate if it was a good product or not.

RoyalPvc27 3/12/2017

i guess pretty confident because it uses the same information as credit karma.

BeamingSide22 3/12/2017

I'm not sure where APPXXXX pulls their recommendations from and to me that's a concern.
Who's to say the companies aren't bidding to have APPXXXX pitch them deals that aren't
actually the best direction for a person to go? I also don't know that the recommendations
are entirely worth my time in some cases based on the video.

GeniusDoe37 3/12/2017

I dont know I would have any confidence until I actually tried a recommendation for myself .

AmorousChap62 3/12/2017

I am not sure, it seems like they could be the best but I would have to double check. I am a
bit skeptical of financial advice since it's easy to make money off people's poor decisions.

ReapMaraca22 3/12/2017

I think that because you have to link your account information and things it may make it more
helpful and accurate. I'm pretty confident that they will be good recommendations.
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NabStain71 3/12/2017

Without actually utilizing the site to see a more personalized version of the
recommendations and how they might help improve things, I cannot be completely confident
that they are the best for me. At this point, I have a mild confidence, in that the app would not
exist if it were not to offer improvements on such things.

QuietStreet49 3/12/2017

I am not sure that the recommendations provided are actually the best. I don't feel that an
app can really know and understand me and my intentions, the choices I make, etc. I usually
feel this way towards apps.

PatchMayor63 3/12/2017

I would be only moderately confident in APPXXXX's recommendations. The
recommendations, after all, are ultimately being made through algorithms, and those
algorithms are being written by people who are not themselves financial advisors. I would
expect to find some good ideas, but also to have to exercise by judgment and not blindly
follow automated advice.

PromptMousse51 3/12/2017

Personally I would be hesitant to do any of the recommendations from APPXXXX that
involved switching companies for insurance or phones. But for loans and credit cards I would
look into the options more. I would be confident in the credit card options as it looks like
APPXXXX researches things well and has an algorithm to determine what would be the best
fit.

BenfitsSpleen91 3/12/2017

I'd say I'm about 50 percent confident in the recommendations. I want to know how they are
coming to these conclusions and how this app is paid for. Are these recommendations just
advertisers that pay for APPXXXX? I've read so many things about how advertisers take app
information and use it to their advantage- not to the customers advantage; it makes me very
skeptical.

InnateDirndl91 3/12/2017

I think APPXXXX will be able to look at my financial history and run an analysis to pick out
the best options for me. Using this tool would intrinsically put my trust in this company, so I
would hope that they would pick out the best, unbiased results for me. It seems like their
information is very factual based and I like how they also presented a section with options
they considered that would not work. That gives me confident that they are going through
different measures and options and really tailoring something unique to my situation.

GrandHornet53 3/12/2017

I feel like they understand their market ad know what people need and help with what
people want.
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TriumphBroom73 3/12/2017

Because it seems to send alerts based on things that it sees happening in real time. This
would allow it to always keep me on top of my game and know what's going on with my
account.
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4.

Long Text Response

Do you feel there is anything unique about APPXXXX compared to other personal
finance tools you have seen? Please expand on your answer.

SafePitch94 3/12/2017

Push notifications and emails to let me know what might benefit me. And alerting me when I
make a bad decision or when a loan isn't a good fit.

EminentBowtie6 3/12/2017

it takes into account alot of information about you before it shows you the savings
opportunities.It shows you the different products that you have listed that you can change
like your phone plan,or car insurance.

SpruceLoft70 3/12/2017

The evolving dashboard and all the functions. APPXXXX combines many functions into one.
It is a one stop shop for savings and other financial tools I use.

AcumenPrompt28 3/12/2017

The scale of the tool offer discount or savings opportunities in a variety of services. Also they
are not paid to recommend services.

PureShore22 3/12/2017

Recommendations unique to the user. Convenience of analyzing all data.

MildPorch60 3/12/2017

APPXXXX has been the most user friendly, explicit and flexible financial tool I've seen. The
layout of the App/Site is very sleek, non cluttered and user friendly. Those features make the
App/Site complex, explicit but yet easy to understand.

StylishSupply58 3/12/2017

Based on a three minute video, Clinch did not seem particularly unique compared to other
apps on the market. Mint already serves those functions for me.
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ScoresElixir15 3/12/2017

Some of the alerts shown in the video seemed unique to me. For example, when it
monitored the checking account and noticed a new bonus and suggested using it toward
paying down debt. It also alerted the user to foreign transaction fees, which other apps may
not do.

RaiseStamina26 3/12/2017

APPXXXX definitely seems smarter and more intuitive than any other finance tool I have ever
seen. It reminds me of Mint, but I have not used Mint either.

DiamondSister 3/12/2017

APPXXXX is fairly unique compared to other personal finance tools I have seen. The
notifications you receive when APPXXXX has found a new way for you to save money is very
unique. Also, I think APPXXXX is very unique on the aspect of simplicity. It is very simple
looking, yet provides so much information while making the user experience smooth.

DevotedLily63 3/12/2017

I think that showing everything at once, in one app is unique in that it seems to pull all kinds
of different bills and expenses together rather than just focusing on one type. I also think that
the way the app updates in relation to what kinds of bills you have paid and/or what is new
for you is unique because everyone's needs change over time and APPXXXX seems to grow
along with you.

BunchPew59 3/12/2017

I have not used many personal finance tools. I think the notifications are unique and the
recommendations with certain bills. The tracking progress and making loan
recommendations or balance transfer recommendations is pretty common.

Wake-upLip50 3/12/2017

Yes, I think it is unique in the sense that it offers recommendations to give you an opportunity
to increase your savings. I also think it is unique because it shows other options it
considered which might give you future alternatives.

WarmPelican21 3/12/2017

I feel that the uniqueness of APPXXXX comes in the form of notifications. I realize that mint
and other services can give you a break down of how much and what you are spending your
money on, APPXXXX seems to be deeper intertwined into your daily life and can give you
further break downs, and further help in terms of money saving.

ShownFawn12 3/12/2017

It can connect it and help me solve my financial solution
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PlansKitten32 3/12/2017

I think what is unique about APPXXXX is its proactive nature. I have Mint right now and while
Mint does some of these things, its more about capturing the picture, not so much about
harnessing the data and aggregating things to improve our situation. I have visibility but I
dont have a great idea what concrete steps I could take today to start improving things.

ChoiceLeague86 3/12/2017

yes because it takes all of your expenses and comes up with ways on how you can save

CarefulPassion89 3/12/2017

I think the profile analysis is different as well as the recommendations on how to lower costs
or better utilize certain aspects of your life.

ExpressManiac28 3/12/2017

It seems more interested in combining everything in one place than other similar apps I have
seen. As far as I know, things like Mint.com, etc don't (for example) note when I am incurring
foreign transactions and recommend how to avoid that. It does rise to a new level of
creepiness though, since that means APPXXXX would have even more data and be
watching me all the time. To be honest, implementing APPXXXX's recommendations seems
like it would be another obstacle. I often know I should change my insurance, etc. but the
hard part is finding my passwords, finding the website, finding time to place phone calls to
actually change it, etc. APPXXXX doesn't seem like it would reduce any of those obstacles.

AmorousAtom55 3/12/2017

I honestly don't think there's anything distinguishable about this app. Various other apps also
provide recommendations. The only difference is the quality of those recommendations.

SunnyParty2 3/12/2017

What is unique about APPXXXX is the real personalized feel it offers, being able to direct the
user to savings and opportunities is amazing. I feel APPXXXX would search for savings
offers and great deals based on the needs of the user, which is very useful in society today
where it can be difficult to find good options with all the options available.

JollyResale18 3/12/2017

I have done a plan according to Gordon Ramsey. I had an actual person map out a budget
for me. It was great. I was able to stick to it for about a year until my finances and household
changed. It seems that APPXXXX provides the same type of service but on a more personal
level. I do not have to go talk to a person and it can all be done in the palm of my hand. It
also gives me opportunities as they become available where I can save money, where my
previous plan did not.
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JoyWiseguy87 3/12/2017

I liked that they sought out options across a lot of different modalities (credit cards,
insurance, phone, etc.) although, as stated in Q3, I might not necessarily change all of those.
It seems to be somewhat proactive as well, which I appreciate because that's definitely a
problem that I have with managing my money.

TriumphGuide57 3/12/2017

Not enough information to make that determination

CautionGaffer64 3/12/2017

I have not used any personal finance tools before so this would help tremendously. I thought
this was a very unique tool for me. It would help me save money.

SmartHost40 3/12/2017

Yes, I use Mint right now, and it doesn't offer nearly as many options as APPXXXX. Mint lets
me know when I've gone overbudget, but doesn't give me advice on how to save money on
car insurance, or text me tips on how to improve.

PurposeShare87 3/12/2017

I like the fact that it looks at a multi-faceted view of your financial situation to make
suggestions. It's not just credit, or not just your bank account statements, or money in vs.
money out, but rather a more holistic approach to help you save money

GiveQuartz41 3/12/2017

I don't think that any other website keeps as close of tabs on my money. Like how Mia is
going to London and they realize she is getting currency fees or how she got a bonus from
work.I don't think any other finance tools offer that level of surveillance.

BloomPiano57 3/12/2017

I have never seen another app that looks for cheaper products for you. Most of the financial
tools just give you a budget and monitor your credit score and all that but they don't search
for cheaper services.

EssenceOutback70 3/12/2017

I don't use personal finance tools, other than a stock lookup app. But this one looks unique
because it's supposed to personalize financial opportunities based on an individual's current
status.
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TrustBlocker96 3/12/2017

That it proactively seeks out better deals, payments, rates for the user. In the video it shows
suggestions for lower cell phone rates, better plans with Comcast, a way to lower home
insurance. It seemed to have sought out different loan interest rates as well. I haven't seen a
program that makes that targeted of suggestions yet.

ZoomLawsuit57 3/12/2017

What I find unique is how passive it is. It seems to always give recommendations. Mint
doesn't send text messages for unusual activity.

EconomySkull97 3/12/2017

Without having a lot of exposure to other tools, the explanation of why an option would not
be recommended is unique. I think that this will help people to gain control of their finances
much more than just following a road map without any knowledge of the "why" of it.

FirmChowder46 3/12/2017

It gives you specific saving opportunities. It also gives you more education than most
financial tools. Gives you a 2-step game plan.

LoyalRadish36 3/12/2017

I currently don't use any financial tools. Having a variety of recommendations I can look
through seems like a unique feature.

LeisurePisces1 3/12/2017

APPXXXX managing things like international spending and recommending specific kinds of
loans based on spending traits is very unique

HealingPeak7 3/12/2017

APPXXXX makes use of lots of different avenues of saving. No other product that I've seen
has incorporated lifestyle options as well as loan products in their saving ideas and tracking.
I really liked that APPXXXX was tracking my insurance, cell phone and cable plans for ways
to decrease spending that I may not have thought about.

VitalApe27 3/12/2017

I like that it will track over time your savings, and continuously look for ways to manage your
finances. As someone who likes to "tweak" things for efficiency, there's a bit of a draw here.
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CheerEurope36 3/12/2017

The interface looked really simple and put the important information right in front of you.
Easy to read and the way it was tracking your savings would really help you get a better
grasp of the big picture.

RoyalPvc27 3/12/2017

not that i have personally used or saw.

BeamingSide22 3/12/2017

I don't use other financial apps because I keep tabs of my information offline. That said, I
think APPXXXX offers a neat compact way to keep up with the information by allowing you
to view all of the sources incoming and outgoing in one place while offering
recommendations to lower bills.

GeniusDoe37 3/12/2017

I havent really looked at ANY finance tools for your phone at all . So this is new to me

AmorousChap62 3/12/2017

It seemed very user friendly which would be good for people who are less financially
inclined. The interface looked nice for a mobile app as well. The messaging of random tips to
help save money as well was a nice little feature. I admit I have not seen many other financial
apps to base my opinions off, but from the video this seems like a really solid idea. I like that
it explains why it does or does not pick an option for Mia.

ReapMaraca22 3/12/2017

I think the text messaging about savings and just things like if you are using a bank card with
fees it will inform you, is highly innovative. Being able to apply for loans is interesting.

NabStain71 3/12/2017

APPXXXX seems to offer a tracking feature for the amount one might save over time, which I
have yet to see on any similar tools. Also, the multiple options for recommendations on
APPXXXX is unique, as on most tools there are only one or two options.

QuietStreet49 3/12/2017

It seems to know much more about personal finances than any other tool I've seen. It also
has multiple ways of communicating with you.
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PatchMayor63 3/12/2017

Some of the features of APPXXXX seem unique. In particular the idea that an app could
actually warn me when I'm paying needless transaction fees seems both very unique and
very useful.

PromptMousse51 3/12/2017

This is similar to what credit Karma does, but it looks like APPXXXX takes it one step further
by examining more aspects or a persons financial situation.

BenfitsSpleen91 3/12/2017

I've used Mint in the past and I don't recall it telling me my monthly savings. It also didn't give
me personalized products. I remember looking at the products, but I'm fairly certain they
were the same offered across the board.

InnateDirndl91 3/12/2017

I really like that they give me plans and tools to help me with my financial problems. Helping
me find a lender for debt would be amazing. I'm clueless as to how to do that and having this
tool give me options is a big plus. I also think it's unique that it is constantly looking for ways
to cut expenses each month. I liked the graphics that showed how I could redo my home
insurance or auto insurance or negotiate a cable bill. These were all very unique and useful
to me. The push notifications also seemed unique. I would feel like APPXXXX was on top of
my situation more than I am, which is great! That would make me feel good about my
financials and that I was finally doing something effective with them.

GrandHornet53 3/12/2017

i like that they alert you about traveling fees.

TriumphBroom73 3/12/2017

I've never seen anything else that sends such instant notifications which seems really good
and efficient. The analysis pages seem really good and customized to the user. I also think
the coupons presented are really good.
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5.

Long Text Response

What are the top five apps on your phone that you basically can't live without?

SafePitch94 3/12/2017

Blood glucose monitor.

Amazon shopping.

Eastman Credit Union mobile banking.

Netflix

Ebay.

EminentBowtie6 3/12/2017

It would be my chase phone app for banking.My reddit app for the news,facebook so I can
keep in contact with family.Skype so I can talk to friends who are long distance and twitter to
social network.

SpruceLoft70 3/12/2017

Google Maps, Facebook, Twitter, Weather App, and banking apps. I use them daily and don't
even think about it. They are what get me through the day.

AcumenPrompt28 3/12/2017

Netflix, gmail, keepass

PureShore22 3/12/2017

Snapchat, myfitnesspal, amazonprime, Duolingo, TedTalk

MildPorch60 3/12/2017

Find my iPhone

Online Banking App

Credit Karma

AAA App

Home Security App
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StylishSupply58 3/12/2017

I use almost exclusively apps that give me some sort of benefit. My primary app is Mint,
which helps me manage my budgets. Second to that are my personal banking apps, which
allow me to move my money faster than Mint does.

ScoresElixir15 3/12/2017

Google search is the top app. Other apps include my mobile banking app, Gmail and
Chrome. I also have a few games such as Clash of Clans.

RaiseStamina26 3/12/2017

Chrome

Rocket Player

Textnow

Uber

SwiftKey

DiamondSister 3/12/2017

The top five apps on my phone that I can not live without are Facebook, Mail, Safari, Twitter,
and maps. These five apps are the main ones I use every day on my iPhone.

DevotedLily63 3/12/2017

I would say Google hangouts is my biggest one because I use it more than anything to
communicate. After that, in no particular order, I would say facebook, gmail, spotify and
runtastic.

BunchPew59 3/12/2017

Mail, DrudgeReport, Instagram, Slack, theScore

Wake-upLip50 3/12/2017

The top five apps I can't live without would be a weather app, a news app, an alarm clock
app, a notepad app, and the retailmenot app. These apps are all important in their own ways.

WarmPelican21 3/12/2017

Facebook

Reddit

Safari

Maps

iMessage
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ShownFawn12 3/12/2017

The five apps that I should have google, facebook, map

PlansKitten32 3/12/2017

The top five apps I cant live without are Facebook, Youtube, Amazon, Stitcher, and Pandora.

ChoiceLeague86 3/12/2017

I cant live without Spotify because I enjoy music.

I need my personal banking application.

I cant live without my game spongebob moves in because during my spare time it always
help to make the time go by faster.

I need my facebook application because I like keeping up with what's going on socially.

I like my local news application to keep up with what's gong on in the world as well as local
news.

CarefulPassion89 3/12/2017

USAA, Ibotta, capital one, checkout51, YouTube

ExpressManiac28 3/12/2017

Tinder, Coffee Meets Bagel, Google Maps, Uber, Bumble

AmorousAtom55 3/12/2017

Twitter, iMessage, Weather, Charles Schwab, Google Maps. each app I use on a daily basis
for social (Twitter) and work (Schwab).

SunnyParty2 3/12/2017

Map/directions app, google messenger, Chrome app, USAA banking app and my Calendar
app.

JollyResale18 3/12/2017

I have to have my top banking apps which are Chase, USAA and City Bank. I also cannot live
without Ibotta and Facebook.
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JoyWiseguy87 3/12/2017

Gmail

Twitter

Push notification

Banking app (with my personal bank)

Weather

TriumphGuide57 3/12/2017

Gmail, skype, message+, Twitter, Reddit

CautionGaffer64 3/12/2017

Facebook. Twitter. Snapchat. Netflix. WhatsApp.

SmartHost40 3/12/2017

YouTube, mint, find IPhone, mail, messenger

PurposeShare87 3/12/2017

Facebook Messenger, Reddit, Pokemon Go, MyFitnessPal, SHealth

GiveQuartz41 3/12/2017

Facebook. Email/Mail. Messenger. BB&T (bank). Granite Falls (which is where I go the
gym...always looking to see when they are offering classes)

BloomPiano57 3/12/2017

I can't live without Facebook for obvious reasons. I also like my Capital One bank app, Candy
Crush Soda, Facebook Messenger, and Receipt Hog.

EssenceOutback70 3/12/2017

Google maps

Gmail

Google chrome

Line

JStock
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TrustBlocker96 3/12/2017

Google Maps

Signal

Lyft

Pandora

Google Keep

ZoomLawsuit57 3/12/2017

google maps

gasbuddy

pandora

ebay

google sheets (for my budget and to keep track of my earnings at work)

EconomySkull97 3/12/2017

The first one is Facebook, since I use that to keep in touch with my wife so often. The next 2
would be the Dialer app and text messaging, but I'm assuming you wouldn't count those
since they're native Android applications. I also use You Forgot The Milk, ShopSavvy, Ibotta,
and Checkout51.

FirmChowder46 3/12/2017

Facebook, Personal Finance, Google Transit, Robinhood, Capital Metro (Austin, TX public
transportation app)

LoyalRadish36 3/12/2017

While I do own a smartphone, I do not regularly use it for anything except making phone
calls. I can easily live without apps.

LeisurePisces1 3/12/2017

Line

Neko Atsume

Firefox

Instagam

Tumblr

HealingPeak7 3/12/2017

I seem to use my gmail, bank account app, twitter, spotify and instagram applications the
most. The reason I can't live without these is because they give me quick access to just
about every facet of my life.
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VitalApe27 3/12/2017

I would guess, my email and my planner. Several messenger apps I use. I also have a few
musical apps that I use for on the spot demonstration. That is to say, music production apps,
as well as regular old music players.

CheerEurope36 3/12/2017

I do not really know how to answer this. I am on the computer more often than away so I
don't use apps too much. I am assuming as far as apps go you mean something downloaded
from the store not built in apps. But despite that an app is an app so I use alarm clock/timer,
calculator, weather, amazon, twitter

RoyalPvc27 3/12/2017

facebook, snapchat, twitter, instragram, safari

BeamingSide22 3/12/2017

Reddit, Podcast Addict, Todoist, Google Hangouts, Google Drive

GeniusDoe37 3/12/2017

Wellsfargo , Facebook , Instagram , Discover card , Amazon

AmorousChap62 3/12/2017

BaconReader, Google Home, Spotify, Textra, Chrome

ReapMaraca22 3/12/2017

Some of the apps I use are social media app. Apps like twitter and instagram. Another appI
use is my music apps, these include pandora, spotify, and soundcloud.

NabStain71 3/12/2017

Pandora, Period Tracker, Facebook Messenger, Spotify, and Poshmark,

QuietStreet49 3/12/2017

Music app, Pinterest, Amazon, Wells Fargo, Yelp

PatchMayor63 3/12/2017

Gmail, AnkiDroid, Timely, Instapaper, AccuWeather. I suppose the single most useful thing is
the camera, but that app doesn't have a name. I don't use social networks on my phone.
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PromptMousse51 3/12/2017

Email, Chrome, Reddit, Calendar, Twitter

BenfitsSpleen91 3/12/2017

My top five apps are Facebook, Gmail, Fitbit, Reddit, and Redfin. These are the apps that
help me keep up on my day to day basics and I use them multiple times throughout the day.

InnateDirndl91 3/12/2017

Maps

Gmail

Netflix

Chase (Bank App)

Amazon

GrandHornet53 3/12/2017

youtube.

gmail.

google drive.

reddit is fun.

jetpack joyride.

TriumphBroom73 3/12/2017

The only apps I really use are web browser, video player, image browser, and email.
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6.

Long Text Response

Which web sites, web-based or mobile app services do you currently pay for or have
you paid for in the past year? Examples: Netflix, Spotify, Amazon Prime, Birchbox, etc.

SafePitch94 3/12/2017

Netflix, Amazon Prime, Hulu.

EminentBowtie6 3/12/2017

Just stuff like Netflix and Hulu for streaming.I also pay for PS Vue to wat shows on my
ps4.There is also Youtube Red I use for youtube.

SpruceLoft70 3/12/2017

I pay for Netflix and Amazon Prime. I use them all the time so I pay for them. I don't find them
too expensive and need all their content

AcumenPrompt28 3/12/2017

Netflix and Prime

PureShore22 3/12/2017

Amazon Prime, Sephora Play, Netflix

MildPorch60 3/12/2017

Netflix

Roku (sling TV)

Amazon Prime

StylishSupply58 3/12/2017

I actually do not have any websites or web based apps that I pay for currently, or have paid
for in the past.

ScoresElixir15 3/12/2017

The main web-based service that I use is Amazon Prime. I use this for the free shipping and
content such as movies and television shows. I also subscribe to Netflix.
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RaiseStamina26 3/12/2017

None

DiamondSister 3/12/2017

The services I currently pay for are Netflix and Playstation Vue. In the past year I have been
subscribed to Amazon Prime, but I am not currently subscribed.

DevotedLily63 3/12/2017

Netflix and Spotify are the only apps I pay for.

BunchPew59 3/12/2017

Netflix, Amazon Prime, ABCMouse.com

Wake-upLip50 3/12/2017

I currently do not pay for any of these apps. I probably would not pay for them in the future,
either.

WarmPelican21 3/12/2017

Amazon Prime

ShownFawn12 3/12/2017

I current pay with Amazon Prime because it have a fast shipping and I buy things online very
often and I pay for Netflix for watching TV shows and movies

PlansKitten32 3/12/2017

In the past year I have paid for Amazon Prime and Netflix.

ChoiceLeague86 3/12/2017

I pay for Spotify and google play music.

I pay for amazon prime.

I pay for netflix

CarefulPassion89 3/12/2017

I have used Netflix in the past.
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ExpressManiac28 3/12/2017

Netflix. I don't pay for any other web-based services.

AmorousAtom55 3/12/2017

I use Netflix and Amazon Prime. I regularly shop on Amazon so Prime is useful for me. I
subscribe to Netflix since it's my main source of entertainment consumption.

SunnyParty2 3/12/2017

Amazon Prime, Netflix.

JollyResale18 3/12/2017

I have been purchasing Amazon Prime for the past 2 years. Other than that, I do not pay for
any other apps.

JoyWiseguy87 3/12/2017

None (don't use any of them enough for them to worth it to pay for)

TriumphGuide57 3/12/2017

Netflix

CautionGaffer64 3/12/2017

Netflix. Amazon Prime.

SmartHost40 3/12/2017

Netflix

PurposeShare87 3/12/2017

Amazon Prime, Sephora Play Box, World of Warcraft, Spoitfy Premium

GiveQuartz41 3/12/2017

Amazon Prime (although that is with my cell phone bill now). Netflix. DirectTV NOW (we got
rid of cable to save money but still have this)
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BloomPiano57 3/12/2017

We have Netflix and Hulu. Other than that nothing else.

EssenceOutback70 3/12/2017

Netflix, Amazon Prime

TrustBlocker96 3/12/2017

Amazon Prime, Netflix, Washington Post, PIA, PlayOn

ZoomLawsuit57 3/12/2017

amazon prime

amazon storefront

ebay storefront

EconomySkull97 3/12/2017

We don't pay for a ton of services, but do have a few. We have Amazon Prime, used to have
Netflix, and we have Hulu.

FirmChowder46 3/12/2017

I have paid for Netflix. I have also paid for Amazon Prime.

LoyalRadish36 3/12/2017

I pay for Netflix. I use to use Amazon prime, but cancelled it because I don't use Amazon
often enough to really benefit from prime.

LeisurePisces1 3/12/2017

I don't pay for any online services.

HealingPeak7 3/12/2017

I currently use netflix, spotify, amazon prime, book of the month and hulu. They are the only
services that I can think of paying for in the last year.

VitalApe27 3/12/2017

I currently use Netflix and Spotify. That's about it, really.
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CheerEurope36 3/12/2017

Amazon prime is the only web service I pay for. I fail to see how you can expect someone to
type 2-3 sentences about this so I am forced to type my thoughts on this request to try and
fill your requirement.

RoyalPvc27 3/12/2017

amazon prime

BeamingSide22 3/12/2017

Netflix, Adobe, Upwork. I also used Prime for a while, and there may be somet other things I
can't remember.

GeniusDoe37 3/12/2017

Netflix , Spotify , Amazon prime , Ipsy

AmorousChap62 3/12/2017

Amazon Prime, Ipsy, Pandora, Netflix

ReapMaraca22 3/12/2017

I currently pay for spotify. I also pay for netflix.

NabStain71 3/12/2017

Currently, I pay for Netflix. In the past, I have used the paid versions of Pandora and Spotify.

QuietStreet49 3/12/2017

Amazon Prime, Netflix, Dollar Shave Club, Hulu Plus

PatchMayor63 3/12/2017

Netflix, Amazon Prime, Pinboard, TBRSS.

PromptMousse51 3/12/2017

Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime,
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BenfitsSpleen91 3/12/2017

Netflix and Amazon Prime are the only two that I use. I only use free apps except when it
comes to entertainment.

InnateDirndl91 3/12/2017

Amazon Prime

Ipsy

Sephora Play!

FabFitFun

Hulu

Spotify

New York Times Crosswords

GrandHornet53 3/12/2017

netflix, amazon, wwe network, spotify, youtube red.

TriumphBroom73 3/12/2017

None. I've never paid for anything at this point.
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7.

Multiple Choice

Would you generally expect to pay for APPXXXX?

Yes No
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8.

Multiple Choice

After a 90 day free trial period, how would you generally expect to pay for continued
use of APPXXXX?
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9.

Long Text Response

Depending on your answer to the previous question, how much would you be willing
to pay for APPXXXX using the pricing model or models you selected?

SafePitch94 3/12/2017

Annually, Id' expect $69.99. For different tiers, I'd do basic at $1.99 up to premium at $8.99 a
month.

EminentBowtie6 3/12/2017

I would say probably 60 for a basic plan to let you see how much debt you have and some
information on how to fix it.Then a second plan for 100 that gives you the option to talk to
financial ad visors.

SpruceLoft70 3/12/2017

I would pay 5 dollars a month maybe even 55 dollars a year. I am still on a tight budget.
Anything too pricey will not be worth it to me.

AcumenPrompt28 3/12/2017

5%

PureShore22 3/12/2017

$5

MildPorch60 3/12/2017

I would be willing to pay based on the frequency of using the App/Site. I would generally
start with a monthly subscription, If APPXXXX meets my needs I would pay for an annual
subscription.

StylishSupply58 3/12/2017

I do not use paid apps. If it was absolutely the best on the market, I might be willing to pay a
one time cost, but not a recurring fee.
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ScoresElixir15 3/12/2017

I do not think I would consider paying for this app. The main reason is because the company
is able to build a very detailed profile about me from the information they are provided. I
believe this is valuable enough to warrant free use of the app.

RaiseStamina26 3/12/2017

Nothing, APPXXXX is probably getting paid from using our data.

DiamondSister 3/12/2017

I would be willing to pay a monthly subscription for using APPXXXX. I think a monthly price
of $4.99 or somewhere near that price would be a very fair price. Maybe there could even
be discounted 6 and 12 month plans.

DevotedLily63 3/12/2017

I would probably pay around $1.99 a month. I know it isn't much but I currently don't have the
luxury to afford much more.

BunchPew59 3/12/2017

I wouldn't expect to pay. However, if it was a paid service I would expect different tiers with a
very basic free version and then a monthly fee for higher levels of service.

Wake-upLip50 3/12/2017

I would probably be willing to pay 19.99 for APPXXXX at an annual subscription rate. I know
that this is much cheaper than a financial planner, but I would want to make sure it truly helps
me before investing any more money into it.

WarmPelican21 3/12/2017

I would not be willing to pay more than $2 per month for the app. I realize it is a good and
intuitive service but being inline with saving and frugality, I would not want to have another
subscription service.

ShownFawn12 3/12/2017

I would like to find more and pay monthly subscription for use the service
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PlansKitten32 3/12/2017

I would be willing to pay 10-15 dollars a year for a service like this, perhaps more if more
options were available. I use Mint for free, but as I mentioned earlier I think there is room for
a product that is more proactive in the market. I assume some of the cost of APPXXXX would
be offset by steering business to certain customers (loan and insurance companies, etc as
referrals)

ChoiceLeague86 3/12/2017

I would think $3.99 a month would be a good price. it is not to expensive and not pricey.

I feel it would be a very attractive offer to consumers.

CarefulPassion89 3/12/2017

Based on a tier pricing model I would pay a one time payment of 2.99 just to track expenses.
The next tier I would pay $4 a month to track changes in my spending habits. For the top tier
with notifications and recommendations I would pay $5 a month.

ExpressManiac28 3/12/2017

I would be fairly resistant to paying for it. But, I would be open to paying a VERY small
percentage of what I save to align our incentives. Like, a percent point or less of my savings.

AmorousAtom55 3/12/2017

I wouldn't pay for it. I work in finance so I'm fairly well verse in finance. I believe that with
some knowledge in finance, Google search is your best friend.

SunnyParty2 3/12/2017

I would feel comfortable paying a monthly subscription of $19.95, or $20, depending on what
services come with that price range.

JollyResale18 3/12/2017

I would expect to pay a monthly or annual fee. I would not consider it to be free since it
actually checks your credit report.

JoyWiseguy87 3/12/2017

I put 'other' because I didn't expect to pay for it, but I'm guessing b/c of the question you do!
So I guess in that context I'd go monthly, as that's easier to opt out. I really don't have a frame
of reference for price point, though. I'd almost want to pay a fee for purchase (kind of like
software as opposed to service), probably somewhere $75-100. But in that case I would want
to be able to use it across multiple devices (like, have it as an app and a website account).
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TriumphGuide57 3/12/2017

5 dollars monthly

CautionGaffer64 3/12/2017

I would pay $90 a year. Or $10 a month. These two prices seem reasonable for the tool.

SmartHost40 3/12/2017

I would be willing to pay either a small fee up front, or a yearly subscription up to $10-12.
Anything more and I would just stick with Mint.

PurposeShare87 3/12/2017

$10 or less a month, or $50 per year if paid up front.

GiveQuartz41 3/12/2017

I would think maybe like 5-10 dollars a month would be a good price. I wouldn't want to pay
annually personally because I hate being "locked" in to something.

BloomPiano57 3/12/2017

I wouldn't want to be anymore than 1.99 a month or 9.99 a year. I think any more than that
would be counterproductive.

EssenceOutback70 3/12/2017

4.99 per month

TrustBlocker96 3/12/2017

I am already extremely frugal, I would even consider myself to be "cheap." I'd be willing to
pay as much as $50 a year, depending on what benefits were offered. I would say it would
be a low to mid tier level at that price. My main concern is security of my financial information
and good protection isn't cheap.

ZoomLawsuit57 3/12/2017

I would imagine that it would be free. I know mint offers it for free. Companies like mint and
creditkarma earn money through referrals. I would imagine that APPXXXX would earn money
through referrals as well. Under my current life circumstances - I would not be willing to pay
for it. I would be willing to use it though - as long as it's free. I understand that it has some
features that are not available elsewhere - but I wouldn't be willing to pay for them. I don't
see how I would see a return on my investment through using the service. I'm pretty on top
of my finances as it is. I'm also frugal as heck.
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EconomySkull97 3/12/2017

I would think somewhere in the neighborhood of $1 to $3 would be acceptable. It really
depends on the actions taken by the savings plan. I would expect that more complicated
services would cost more.

FirmChowder46 3/12/2017

I would be willing to pay 20$ for an annual membership. I know it's not much, but most apps
these days are free.

LoyalRadish36 3/12/2017

I would expect a very basic version to be available for free. More advanced features and
services would require a monthly or yearly fee. I think $5-10 per month for the most common
features might be reasonable, and the very advanced features that only a few people would
use would cost more.

LeisurePisces1 3/12/2017

I would not want to pay for APPXXXX and would prefer integrated advertising based
support.

HealingPeak7 3/12/2017

I would expect there to either be a tiered plan or discounted services if I chose a long term
plan. I would assume that the annual cost might range from $100-$500 depending on the
services provided or what plan I signed up for due to its pricing and discount.

VitalApe27 3/12/2017

I would guess something like 9.99 for a basic account. I suppose if there were some way of
tiering for more intricate accounts, there would be a "gold" option, but I really don't like this
mindset of tiered subscription.

CheerEurope36 3/12/2017

I guess it would all be dependent on how much money I found myself actually saving from
using the app. If it were going to cost me more to use it than it would end up saving me then
obviously I wouldn't find it to be worth it. The video showed some examples of stuff that
might not work in real life scenarios. At least not without being too much of a pain.

I think a monthly plan with a discounted annual plan would allow people the option of
deciding if they wanted to cancel or they thought it was worth it enough to pay for a longer
subscription to save money.

I don't think you can really expect someone to come up with a good price from a consumer
point of view because obviously we want it for free so we would come up with a cheaper
price. Personally I might be willing to pay $5 a month for it. I think higher than that would
make me question the value due to my financial situation I always look at things in the big
picture like if I weren't paying for this what could I buy this year in place of the money I would
have spent.
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RoyalPvc27 3/12/2017

0

BeamingSide22 3/12/2017

I'd pay a percentage based on how much APPXXXX actually - FACTUALLY - saved me. Up to
$5-7 a month, but lower if I wasn't actually experiencing any savings.

GeniusDoe37 3/12/2017

I would say 9.99 a month would be a good price range to start for this app .

AmorousChap62 3/12/2017

Being poor, I'd need to pay less than $5 a month. Even less would be better. I would expect a
monthly fee or a cheaper annual 12 month fee. Like $4.99/month or $49.99/year.

ReapMaraca22 3/12/2017

I think I would like it offered in different stages. There should be a beginner, intermediate
and expert plans. Starting at $5 a month seems fair to me.

NabStain71 3/12/2017

Given that the intent for the app is to help me save money, I would hope that the APPXXXX
app would not be any more than $5-10 a month. It seems counterproductive to have a
financial tool of this nature to cost in the first place, but especially if that cost is not in the
ballpark that makes it affordable to people of all income levels.

QuietStreet49 3/12/2017

None. Why would I pay for a service that helps me save money? That seems counterintuitive.

PatchMayor63 3/12/2017

Five to ten dollars a month.

PromptMousse51 3/12/2017

I would only pay a monthly subscription fee of $5.99. Or I would pay a discounted annual fee
of $50.
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BenfitsSpleen91 3/12/2017

I don't know if I'd be willing to pay anything. I use free websites like the Penny Hoarder and
Reddit subreddits to help me with my own personal finances. I could see other people
paying for it, however.

InnateDirndl91 3/12/2017

I would probably be willing to pay around $5 a month to use APPXXXX, so a cost of $60
annually would be appropriate for me. Anything more than that may not help me out.

GrandHornet53 3/12/2017

$7 a month or $50 a year.

TriumphBroom73 3/12/2017

I think around $50 a year would be fair.
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10.

Long Text Response

Anything else you think we should know?

SafePitch94 3/12/2017

I think this app is a great financial tool. More well rounded than others.

EminentBowtie6 3/12/2017

That the app itself could be really useful but it would have to use limit data from your phone
plan.It will also have to be secure to keep up with the competition.

SpruceLoft70 3/12/2017

Make the video a little longer but no longer than 6-7 minutes. Show off more that it can do.
Continue to link features with benefits for everyone to want to try it out.

AcumenPrompt28 3/12/2017

No

PureShore22 3/12/2017

I wouldn't use it. It would take a lot of my personal information, and I've never found a
program that recommended better plans than I could find independently. It would be much
more convenient than researching myself, and that would be the trade-off.

MildPorch60 3/12/2017

I think APPXXXX could be an essential financial tracking App for any user. I believe an App
that is explicit, user friendly and provides real time tracking is essential for it to be
considered as a permanent financial tool.

StylishSupply58 3/12/2017

I would be willing to test it out during a free trial, but I wouldn't expect it to beat what I
already use. I'd be willing to be convinced.

ScoresElixir15 3/12/2017

I think the app seems useful, but I am concerned about the personal information. The video
was helpful but it did not mention anything about how the user's information would be stored
or shared. This could be a concern for many potential users.
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RaiseStamina26 3/12/2017

No.

DiamondSister 3/12/2017

I think APPXXXX has a very good shot at helping many people save money and prepare for
the future. Many people find budgeting and saving money to be painful and time consuming,
and APPXXXX makes all of this very easy to do. I can see people catching onto a financial
app like this very quickly.

DevotedLily63 3/12/2017

I can't think of anything else. The video was pretty straightforward and informative.

BunchPew59 3/12/2017

No, I think that is is.

Wake-upLip50 3/12/2017

I was a little scared by the fact that I had to upload so much information. I also did not like
how the profile completion percentage could never seem to get to 100% even though the
test user had it for quite some time. That seemed frustrating to me as I like my profile to feel
complete right away. It gives me confidence. Overall, I think it is very useful and I would
make sure to make it an annual charge if possible because I don't think making it a month to
month thing works, in order for the average person to feel like they are saving it's going to
take some time.

WarmPelican21 3/12/2017

I really think the app is a smart innovation but it seems very intrusive.

ShownFawn12 3/12/2017

The overall of the app it is good and great

PlansKitten32 3/12/2017

I think this is a good product with a lot of potential. Many people struggle with managing
money, which is even more difficult given how busy people are and how complex some of
these issues can be. I think an application that provides an overview and tries to improve my
financial situation would be useful to many people.

ChoiceLeague86 3/12/2017

none
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CarefulPassion89 3/12/2017

APPXXXX looks to be a very reliable and handy tool to better manage finances.

ExpressManiac28 3/12/2017

The hard part is going to be that the people who are really into personal finance and would
be most into APPXXXX, probably know enough about personal finance to get that
information on their own and don't need the app.

AmorousAtom55 3/12/2017

I like the design of the app. It looks sleek and user friendly.

SunnyParty2 3/12/2017

This seems like a great financial advisory type application and has the potential to help a lot
of people with their money.

JollyResale18 3/12/2017

I would be more inclined to purchase the app knowing that the app is safely guarded against
identity theft since it checks my credit report. It would also be nice to have a feature in the
app in case identity theft does happen to a person outside of the app.

JoyWiseguy87 3/12/2017

I definitely think a trial period would be a necessity, because there are things that it would
suggest that I probably wouldn't want to do, and I don't want to pay a bundle to have it give
me suggestions I wouldn't use.

TriumphGuide57 3/12/2017

Not really. Interesting Concept but I would have to use it personally to confirm my initial
reactions.

CautionGaffer64 3/12/2017

APPXXXX is a really name for the tool. It gives me a good feeling to hear especially when
dealing with money.

SmartHost40 3/12/2017

It looks like a great app. I am always interested in getting the best deal, and avoiding paying
too much.
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PurposeShare87 3/12/2017

I think it is a very well thought out app, and would most likely consider using it in the future.

GiveQuartz41 3/12/2017

I really like how they will send you a text message if it is something that is really important. I
would probably look at a text message before anything else....even a phone call.

BloomPiano57 3/12/2017

No. It's definitely a unique app compared to all the other ones out there.

EssenceOutback70 3/12/2017

I would like an expansion of the reasons to use APPXXXX in the video, and who it is good
for.

TrustBlocker96 3/12/2017

Can't overemphasize safety. I've had my identity stolen and financial information
compromised over 10 times in 5 years. I am very reluctant to give my bank account
information to any company, as ZERO of the incidents were my fault in any way. They all
were a result of various levels of security breaches by companies to one degree or another.

ZoomLawsuit57 3/12/2017

It seems like a great product, but I don't think I'd be willing to pay for it. It would have to be
really really cheap to even consider. A dollar a month and I would consider it. Anything
higher, I wouldn't.

Perhaps I'd be willing to use it if certain options were available for free - but by paying for it -
other features would be available.

EconomySkull97 3/12/2017

I like the very visual interface, so that it makes it easy to see progress toward goals. The
plain English is also great, as I think making budgeting processes more approachable
without financial knowledge will help a lot of people.

FirmChowder46 3/12/2017

There is a lot of competition in financial apps these days. You have to find a niche or have
something novel. Best of luck!

LoyalRadish36 3/12/2017

I don't use any financial apps or apps in general, so I am probably not the target audience for
this sort of app.
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LeisurePisces1 3/12/2017

The logo for APPXXXX is really, really good. One of the best logos I've seen for a startup app
in a while.

HealingPeak7 3/12/2017

I think it's important to make the app as user friendly as possible, without sacrificing
information. I might consider prioritizing updates and information and not overwhelming with
a lot on the same page of the app or website.

VitalApe27 3/12/2017

It sounds like an interesting idea. The branding seems a little forgettable though - which I
embarrassingly have to admit accounts for a lot when trying to recall an app or product later.

CheerEurope36 3/12/2017

Having every box say you want two to three sentences like this one for example is bad.
Some of the fields like this one don't require that much yet we are lead to believe it is
mandatory so we have to fill it with words that may be useless to the data you are trying to
actually collect.

RoyalPvc27 3/12/2017

i think this product should be free- since creidt karma is free. i also think there are probably
apps like this one out there that are free as well.

BeamingSide22 3/12/2017

I feel like the application is very invasive to privacy and I don't fully understand where
APPXXXX is pulling their information from. I honestly wouldn't use this application because I
feel like it's inviting potential problems into your life. You know literally everything about your
customers from their spending habits to their budgets and debts. It's way too invasive and if
the system is ever compromised then someone's life could be completely ruined.

GeniusDoe37 3/12/2017

Nope .

AmorousChap62 3/12/2017

I think you have some good ideas. I could see this app being very useful for a specific friend I
know who makes terrible financial decisions all the time. If I ever find myself in a poor
financial situation, I think something like this could be very beneficial especially having
multiple debts from loans/cards/etc.
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ReapMaraca22 3/12/2017

I think this is a good app, but I think some people will become reluctant because of all the
personal information you have to add.

NabStain71 3/12/2017

I think that the app in general is intelligent and a good idea. I plan to look into this app further
and see if it may benefit me and my current financial situation.

QuietStreet49 3/12/2017

While the multiple ways of communication with someone seems like it could be helpful, it
would most likely get annoying. Picking one way of communicating with a person seems
best.

PatchMayor63 3/12/2017

I don't personally have any credit cards, but the answer below applies to my household.

PromptMousse51 3/12/2017

Are there going to be advertisements associated with this service that would influence the
suggestions of what products to switch too?

BenfitsSpleen91 3/12/2017

I can't think of anything else that you should know.

InnateDirndl91 3/12/2017

I think this looks like a very innovative tool and resource. It is definitely something I would be
willing to try. I'm not very good at comparing prices or understanding exactly how all of my
debt and interest works, so having a tool do it for me is very important and very helpful. I
would just worry about confidentiality and letting an app into all of my personal data. I would
want more reassurance upfront or more information about privacy practices and measures to
want to use this program.

GrandHornet53 3/12/2017

i haven't seen an app that can inform you about travel fees such as withdrawing in other
countries you'll incur a fee.

TriumphBroom73 3/12/2017

No, I think that covers it.
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EthicalRear66 3/11/2017

Test

11.

Multiple Choice

Which of the following best describes how you typically make payments on your
credit cards each month?

I always pay the
full balance

amount on my
statement each

month.

I almost always
pay the full

balance amount
on my

statement, but
occasionally pay

less.

I usually pay
more than the
minimum

payment but
less than the full
balance amount.

I usually pay the
minimum

payment due.
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20 (38%)
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8 (15%)
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